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Abstract
We study the dynamics of a gravitating string within the general relativistic
perturbation framework. We deal with this issue as a scattering problem
of gravitational wave by the string. We develop the gauge invariant metric
perturbation on a spacetime containing a self-gravitating straight string with
a nite thickness and derive the scattering data. In the thin string case,
we show that there is neither resonance nor phase shift in the gravitational
waves scattered by the string, nevertheless the string actually moves when







There are signicant interests in topological defects formed during phase transition in the
early universe [1,2]. In particular, it has been thought that these defects radiate gravitational
wave by their rapid oscillation [3]. Thus, it is crucially important to study the precise
dynamics of the defects and their gravitational eects.
In the simplest case, the defects are idealized by the innitesimally thin Nambu-Goto
membranes, i.e., their dynamics is governed by the minimization of their world hyper-volume.
If the self-gravity of membranes is ignored (test membrane case), the Nambu-Goto action
admits oscillatory solutions. It is considered that the test membranes gradually lose their
kinetic energy by the gravitational wave emission [3]. However, by taking into account
the self-gravity of the Nambu-Goto wall, it is shown that a self-gravitating wall coupled to
gravitational wave behaves in a quite dierent manner [4].
How about self-gravitating Nambu-Goto strings? Since there is no simple prescription
of an arbitrary line source where a metric becomes singular [5], we consider, rst, a straight
string with a nite thickness so that the singularity is regularized [1,6]. Then, the met-
ric junction formalism is applicable on the surface of the thick string. Next, we consider
gravitational wave emission by the thick string motion which is excited by incident gravita-
tional wave, i.e., the scattering problem of gravitational wave by a thick string. We analyze
this problem by the gauge invariant linear perturbation theory. In the thin string case, we
show that there is neither resonance nor phase shift in the gravitational wave scattered by
a Nambu-Goto string, nevertheless the string is bent by gravitational waves.
As the background for perturbation, we consider a spacetime (M; g) containing a
straight thick string. The surface S of the thick string divides M into two regions: Mex
andMin. Note thatMin describes the ‘thick’ world sheet of the string. We assume that the
spacetimeM is static and cylindrically symmetric. Then we divideM into two submanifolds




where γab, the metric on M1, and pq, that on M2, are given by
1
γabdy
adyb = d2 + r()2d2; pqdz
pdzq = −dt2 + dz2; 0    2: (2)
We shall use the indices a; :::; d for tensors on M1 and p; :::; s for those on M2. The string
thickness is given by the circumference radius r of S.
Since a Nambu-Goto string is characterized by a constant string tension 0, we consider
the following energy-momentum tensor,
T = − ; (3)
where  = 0 for r < r and  = 0 for r  r [1]. Here  is the four dimensional extension
of pq.



















(1− )2 + r
2d2; (6)
where  is a decit angle on Mex. These two solutions are joined along the surface S by
Israel’s junction condition [7]: [K ] := K

+ − K− = 0; where K are the extrinsic
curvature of S facing to Mex and Min, respectively. For the solutions (5) and (6), this
junction condition is reduced to  = 1−
q
1− ^2r2. The global geometry ofM1 is illustrated
in Fig.1.
We consider the metric perturbations on the background geometry given by (1), (5) and
(6). Let h be a perturbative metric and t

 be a perturbed energy-momentum tensor,























































S; T(o2)pq := −r(pD^q)D^rS; (11)
are independent tensor harmonics on M2, rs is a two-dimensional antisymmetric tensor on
M2, and D^p denotes the covariant derivative associated with pq. The symbols (o) and (e)
refer to odd and even parity modes with respect to the inversion of (t; z), respectively. The
expansion coecients are tensors on M1. The perturbative energy momentum tensor t
has its support only on Min.
We dene 2 := !2− k2z , which is the eigen value of a dierential operator pqD^pD^q. We
note that the mode with  = 0, which propagates along the string, is not included in the
expansion (7)-(10). The  = 0 mode will be discussed in Ref. [8].
Here we consider the gauge-transformation of h and t

 associated with x
 ! x + ,








Inspecting the gauge transformed variables h − $g and t − $T  , we nd simple
gauge-invariant combinations of the expansion coecients: for odd modes,
Fa := fa(o1) − 1
2
Daf(o2); (13)
and for even modes,
Fab := fab −DaXb −DbXa; F := f(e0) − 2f(e2); (14)
where Da is a covariant derivative associated with γab and the variable X
a := fa(e1)− 12Daf(e2)
is transformed to Xa − a by the gauge transformation.
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We also introduce the gauge invariant variables for the perturbations of T  by
 := 16G(s(e0) + 2X
aDa); V
a := 16G(sa(e1) − Xa): (15)
Note that all the expansion coecients except for s(e0) and s
a
(e1) are gauge invariant by
themselves.
In this article, we consider the perturbative motion of a Nambu-Goto string, which is
characterized by a constant string tension whose value is equal to the energy density. Then




V a!S are the perturbed energy density
and the momentum perturbation of (3), which are induced by the string motion. We drop
the other coecients of the perturbative energy momentum tensor, which are irrelevant to
the perturbative motion of a Nambu-Goto string.
In terms of the gauge invariant variables, we write the perturbed Einstein equations: for
odd modes,
DaFa = 0; ( + 
2)Fa −DcDaFc = 0; (16)
and for even modes,
( + 2)Fab = RFab + 2D(aVb) − γabDcV c; ( + 2)F = 0; (17)
DcFac − 1
2
DaF = Va; F
c
c = 0; (18)





RDaF = 0; DaV a + 1
2
 = 0: (19)
The rst equation corresponds to the Euler equation which coincides with the equation of
the perturbative string motion derived from the Nambu-Goto action [8] and the second
equation corresponds to the continuity equation for the energy density.
We nd that (16)-(19) for even and odd modes onMin are reduced to the wave equations
for two scalar variables (o) and (e)
4
( + 2)(o);(e) = 0; (20)














RDa(e);  = −R(e); (23)
where ab is the two-dimensional antisymmetric tensor on M1. On Mex, we also nd that
(16)-(18) are reduced to the same form as (20)-(23) with R = 0. The exterior solution

(ex)
(o);(e) and the interior solution 
(in)


















eim fCP m (x) + DQm (x)g ; (25)
where H(1) (r) and H
(2)
 (r) are the Hankel function of the rst and the second class,
P m (x) and Q
m
 (x) are the associated Legendre function of the rst and second class, and
 := m=(1 − ),  := =(1 − ), ( + 1) := 2=^2 and x := p1− ^2r2. The coecients
A and B correspond to the amplitude of the outgoing and the incident wave, respectively.
The regularity condition at the axis r = 0 on 
(in)
(o);(e) leads D = 0.
Now, we construct the global solutions to the perturbed Einstein equations in M by
matching the exterior and the interior solutions (24) and (25) along the thick string sur-
face S (r = r). The perturbed solutions should satisfy the perturbed junction conditions
[q ] = 0 and [K

 ] = 0, where q is the perturbed intrinsic metric and K

 is
the perturbed extrinsic curvature of S. These perturbed quantities are described by the
metric perturbations, which are represented by (e);(o) through (21) and (22). After some
calculations, the perturbed junction conditions tell us
[(o;e)] = 0; [D?(o;e)] = 0; (26)
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where D? = naDa and na = (@=@)a.
Substituting (24) and (25) into (26), we have























1− ^2r2 = 1 − : The absolute value of U with m = 1 and  = 0:3 is
illustrated in Fig.2.
The deformation of S is represented by V a on S. By the appropriate choice of the
function a, we x the gauge freedom Xa ! Xa − a in the neighborhood of S so that










Va!S is a precise momentum perturbation,
R
XajS S does represent the deformation
of S.
Now, we consider the thin string case. Physically, a \thin string" means a string whose
thickness r is suciently smaller than the wavelength of gravitational wave. In this paper,
we consider the situation  := r  1 with the nite outside decit angle  and take the
leading order of  for the thin string case.
Further, we note that only m = 1 mode in (24) and (25) shows the motion of a Nambu-
Goto thin string. m = 0 and m > 1 modes are irrelevant to a thin string [8]. Hence, in
the thin string case, the displacement XaS of a Nambu-Goto string by the gravitational wave
scattering is given by
XaS :=
Z










ei (na + ia) ; (30)
where a = (1=r)(@=@)a and na = (1− )(@=@r)a. (30) shows that the string is deformed
while the incident wave exists on the string. In the same order calculation where XaS is given
by (30), we obtain the trivial scattering data U  1 from (28).






S is estimated as follows:
6
jXaSj=r  2jBm=1j=(1−)=(r)  2jBm=1j=(1−)−1: (31)
The amplitude of gravitational wave (F or Fab) is proportional to j2Bj  1. If 1−=(1−) <
2jBj  1, then jXaSj > r. Therefore, the magnitude of the displacement may become
larger than the string thickness within the linear perturbation framework.
Thus, we conclude that there is neither resonance nor phase shift in the scattering prob-
lem, nevertheless the string is deformed by the gravitational waves. In particular, the fact
that there is no resonance means the straight thin string does not emit gravitational wave
spontaneously by its oscillatory motion. It should be noted that the trivial scattering does
not dictate the absence of gravitational lensing eect by the decit angle  on Mex. We will
explicitly see the lensing eect by the scattering of wave packet which is suitably constructed
by (24) because the mode functions already include the eect of .
Using the linearized Einstein equation, we have found that the perturbative string dis-
placement XaS is represented by the gravitational wave (e). In this sense, the dynamical
degree of freedom of the string displacement is given by that of the gravitational waves on
the string surface. Further, (29) shows that the string is bent while the incident wave exists
on the string. This is analogous to the result for the self-gravitating Nambu-Goto wall [4].
To obtain the above results, we have rst considered the scattering by a thick string. We
regard that a \thin string" is not a string with the thickness r ! 0 but that whose thickness
r is suciently smaller than the wavelength of gravitational wave. For a xed amplitude of
the incident wave, the magnitude of the string displacement XaS depends on r. If we take
the limit r ! 0 for xed the wavelength of gravitational wave, these is no response of string
motion for nite incident gravitational wave. This result is consistent with that obtained
by Unruh et.al. [9]. Both their and our results show that the straight string cannot bend in
the limit r ! 0. This mathematical limit will be irrelevant for strings formed during phase
transition in the early universe, because they have nite thickness. Further, the scattering
data (28) has the resonance poles at r  1 or larger as seen in Fig.2. This suggest that a
cosmic string oscillates spontaneously and emits the gravitational waves with the frequencies
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of the order of the string thickness. In this situation, the dynamics of strings is no longer
approximated by that of thin Nambu-Goto strings.
One might think that our result depends sensitively on the distribution of  in (3) and
our model would be too articial for strings in the early universe because of the step function
distribution of . However, we will see the same behavior of U for the thin string case even
when the background  is dierent from the step function. Further, the above analysis does
not include  = 0 mode which includes \cosmic string traveling waves" discussed in Ref.
[10]. These two points will be discussed in a separated paper [8].
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FIG. 2. The absolute value of the scattering data U with  = 0:3 and m = 1 in the complex
r plane is illustrated. There are some resonance poles associated with the string thickness.
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